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The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian meets Jane the Virgin in this poignant but often 

laugh-out-loud funny contemporary YA about losing a sister and finding yourself amid the 

pressures, expectations, and stereotypes of growing up in a Mexican-American home. Perfect 

Mexican daughters do not go away to college. And they do not move out of their parents’ house 

after high school graduation. Perfect Mexican daughters never abandon their family. But Julia is 

not your perfect Mexican daughter. That was Olga’s role. Then a tragic accident on the busiest 

street in Chicago leaves Olga dead and Julia left behind to reassemble the shattered pieces of 

her family. And no one seems to acknowledge that Julia is broken, too. Instead, her mother 

seems to channel her grief into pointing out every possible way Julia has failed. But it’s not long 

before Julia discovers that Olga might not have been as perfect as everyone thought. With the 

help of her best friend Lorena, and her first love, first everything boyfriend Connor, Julia is 

determined to find out. Was Olga really what she seemed? Or was there more to her sister’s 

story? And either way, how can Julia even attempt to live up to a seemingly impossible ideal? 

 

“Alive and crackling—a gritty tale wrapped in a page-turner. ” - The New York Times 

“Unique and fresh.” - Entertainment Weekly 

“A standout.” - NPR 

This Printz Honor Book is a “tender, honest exploration of identity” (Publishers Weekly) that 

distills lyrical truths about family and friendship. 

 

Aristotle is an angry teen with a brother in prison. Dante is a know-it-all who has an unusual 

way of looking at the world. When the two meet at the swimming pool, they seem to have 

nothing in common. But as the loners start spending time together, they discover that they 

share a special friendship—the kind that changes lives and lasts a lifetime. And it is through 

this friendship that Ari and Dante will learn the most important truths about themselves and 

the kind of people they want to be. 

A Times Best Young Adult Book of All Time (2021) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From the show's creators comes the groundbreaking, bestselling novel inspired by the 

hit Broadway show Dear Evan Hansen and soon to be a major motion picture!  

 

Dear Evan Hansen, 

Today's going to be an amazing day and here's why... 

 

When a letter that was never meant to be seen by anyone draws high school senior Evan 

Hansen into a family's grief over the loss of their son, he is given the chance of a lifetime: to 

belong. He just has to stick to a lie he never meant to tell, that the notoriously troubled Connor 

Murphy was his secret best friend. Suddenly, Evan isn't invisible anymore--even to the girl of his 

dreams. And Connor Murphy's parents, with their beautiful home on the other side of town, have 

taken him in like he was their own, desperate to know more about their enigmatic son from his 

closest friend. As Evan gets pulled deeper into their swirl of anger, regret, and confusion, he 

knows that what he's doing can't be right, but if he's helping people, how wrong can it be? No 

longer tangled in his once-incapacitating anxiety, this new Evan has a purpose. And a website. 

He's confident. He's a viral phenomenon. Every day is amazing. Until everything is in danger of 

unraveling, and he comes face to face with his greatest obstacle: himself. A simple lie leads to 

complicated truths in this big-hearted coming-of-age story of grief, authenticity and the struggle 

to belong in an age of instant connectivity and profound isolation. 

"Jackson’s characters and their heart-wrenching story linger long after the final page, 
urging readers to advocate for those who are disenfranchised and forgotten by society 
and the system." (Publishers Weekly, "An Anti-Racist Children's and YA Reading List") 

From the critically acclaimed author of Allegedly, Tiffany D. Jackson, comes a gripping novel 
about the mystery of one teenage girl’s disappearance and the traumatic effects of the truth. 

Monday Charles is missing, and only Claudia seems to notice. Claudia and Monday have always 
been inseparable—more sisters than friends. So when Monday doesn’t turn up for the first day 
of school, Claudia’s worried. When she doesn’t show for the second day, or second week, 
Claudia knows that something is wrong. Monday wouldn’t just leave her to endure tests and 
bullies alone. Not after last year’s rumors and not with her grades on the line. Now Claudia 
needs her best—and only—friend more than ever. But Monday’s mother refuses to give Claudia 
a straight answer, and Monday’s sister April is even less help. As Claudia digs deeper into her 
friend’s disappearance, she discovers that no one seems to remember the last time they saw 
Monday. How can a teenage girl just vanish without anyone noticing that she’s gone? 

 


